How to get from NY10 Deco Suite to the parking house
■ parking house address H-1072 Budapest,

Nyár utca 20.,

level III. place No: 80.

The parking house is located between Nyár utca and Nagy Diófa utca (street). Drive into the parking
house by car you can only from the direction of Nagy Diófa utca (street) 17. Exit from the garage by
car is only possible towards Nyár utca.

■ driving in

H-1072 Budapest, Nagy Diófa utca 17.

When you enter the building by car, tap the magnetic card to the black panel next to the garage
door. The garage door opens automatically. Drive 2 whole laps and you will find the parking space
on the side of Nyár utca before the bend. Parking space number 80.

■ exit on foot
ATTENTION ! Do not leave the card in your car, because it is also necessary for pedestrian entry !!!
From the parking lot go through the glass doors, go down half level in the stairwell and take the lift
down to level 1 to the pedestrian exit. You do not need to use the magnetic card when leaving the
garage on foot. Just press the button next to the door to open it.
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■ entry on foot
It can be reached on foot from both streets. The pedestrian entrance is on both streets next to the
garage door. You can go in with the card. Touch the magnetic card near the black panel behind the
glass window and press the door while beeping. Take the elevator to the parking lot on the 5th
level. From there, go down half a level in the stairwell and pass through the glass doors. You will
find parking space number 80 opposite the door (if approached from Nyár utca).

■ driving out
For driving out follow the exit sign and touch the magnetic card to the black panel in front of the
garage door. The garage door opens automatically.
In case of any problem, pressing the intercom button next to the black panels will alert the garage
staff.
The garage is not a public parking lot, it can only be used by tenants and owners. The building is
closed, supervised but not guarded.
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Traffic change. Attention!
Between 10 August 2020 - 31 October 2020, the direction of traffic on the streets will change
temporarily.

new traffic direction
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